The Grand POWER P11 Mk12 is self-loading pistol included in the category of subcompact pistols due to its dimensions. It is primarily intended for users who are
looking for a suitable firearm for hidden carry on an everyday basis.
By introduction of the model P11 Mk12 is closed the development of the line K100 the full-size category, the P1 - compact category and finally the P11 - sub-compact
category. The P11 attracted great attention since its introduction at the international
IWA 2011 exhibition in Nuremberg. It also received the SOPK Crystal Mercury Award a
number of days before this exhibition.
The K100 - P1 - P11 line of pistols is compatible in terms of basic components. Regarding
the dimensions the P11 is shorter than the "full-size" K100 by 23.5 mm; it is also 15.5
mm lower and therefore about 100 g lighter. This gives the user incomparable comfort
when carried on daily basis. The traditionally excellent ergonomics of Grand POWER
firearms has achieved with the Mk12 handle. Also thanks to this characteristic P11 model
shooters have been extremely successful and have chosen the Grand POWER brand over
other producers.
The P11 is equipped with a classic SA/DA trigger mechanism with an external hammer. It
is based on a unique principle of locking the slide by rotating barrel which delivers
increased comfort when shooting. Comparing to its competition provides less lift
and minimizes the recoil. Controls are adapted to both left and right-handed shooters
in the basic model.
The slide is made of high quality CrNiMo steel, which guarantees a long durability for
the firearm. The steel is heat processed to a hardness of 40 - 42 HRC and
consequently carbonoxi-nitrided by technology QPQ to 750 HV. The metal container
with slide rails is embedded in a plastic frame and is manufactured from high quality
CrMo steel and reconditioned by QPQ technology to a surface hardness value of 700
HV. Hardness of the core material of the container is 30 HRC. Barrels are made of CrV
steel and treated by carbonitriding to the depth of 0.5 mm. Hardness of the core
material of the barrel is between 45 and 48 HRC. Surface hardness of the
carbonitrided layer is from 52 to 54 HRC. The frame is made of high quality
polyamide GF 30.

Caliber
Trigger mechanism
Trigger resistance
Magazine capacity
Overall length
Height without magazine
Width Slide/Frame
Barrel Length
Weight without magazine
Weight with empty magazine
Safety Lock
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9 mm Luger
SA/DA
20~25 N / 34~40 N
12 round
179 mm
118 mm
28mm / 33 mm
85 mm
640 g
737 g
Ambidextrous manual safety,
manual safety, drop safety
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